
Adolescence is marked by a surge in risk-taking
behaviours as teenagers explore newfound independence.
These behaviours, ranging from thrill-seeking to
experimentation, are inherent to the developmental stage.
The Australian Childhood Foundation emphasizes that
while risk-taking is a natural part of identity exploration,
excessive behaviours can pose serious consequences.
Understanding the motivations behind these actions is
essential for parents and caregivers. Drawing insights from
Dan Hughes and his attachment-focused therapy, this
blog explores the emotional needs that often drive
teenagers towards risk-taking.

The teenage brain is a complex landscape
undergoing significant changes, making
risk-taking behaviour a common feature
during this period. According to the
Australian Childhood Foundation,
adolescents often engage in risky
behaviours as a means of exploring their
identity and asserting independence.

The World Health Organization notes that
while risk-taking is a normal part of
adolescent development, excessive risk
behaviours can have detrimental
consequences. In Australia, statistics reveal
that a significant percentage of accidents
and injuries involve teenagers participating
in risky activities.

Dan Hughes, a clinical psychologist specialising in attachment-focused therapy, suggests that
understanding the emotional needs behind risk-taking is crucial. Teenagers may seek thrills to
cope with stress or to gain a sense of control.
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Tips for Parents:

1. Open Dialogue: Initiate open conversations about
risk-taking. Encourage your teenager to share their
thoughts and experiences without fear of judgment.

2. Educate on Consequences: Help teenagers
understand the potential consequences of their
actions. Provide real-life examples and discuss
alternative, safer outlets for their adventurous spirit.

3. Build Trust: Foster a relationship based on trust.
When teenagers feel heard and supported, they are
more likely to involve parents in their decision-
making process.

Coping Strategies for
Teens:

1. Identify Triggers:
Recognize the emotional
triggers behind risky
behaviours.
Understanding the root
cause can help teens find
healthier coping
mechanisms.

2. Explore Alternatives:
Encourage teens to
explore alternative
activities that provide a
sense of excitement
without unnecessary risk.

3. Peer Influence: Be
mindful of peer pressure.
Surround yourself with
friends who share positive
values and encourage
responsible decision-
making.


